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ICRA Best Practices for Healthcare Construction: Language for Bidding Specs
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(Facility)______________________ desires to implement the highest level of protection to our
patients. Thus, _________________________ will require all construction carpenters performing
work in its healthcare facilities to complete an Infection Control Training and Qualification
Program, of no less than twenty-four (24) hours, which will include no less than eight (8) hours of
hands-on training utilizing and understanding the latest construction techniques, based upon an
approved program. This includes but is not limited to: setting up and inspecting HEPA
equipment, such as air scrubbers and vaccums; reading and identifying air pressure differential
gauges and negative air pressure techniques; various soft-wall partitions, as well as hard-wall and
ante room construction; and the ability to recognize and understand ICRA forms.
Each construction firm contracted to perform work at ____________________________ will bear
responsibility in verifying its employees, supervisors, and carpenters performing the work,
regardless of the tier of subcontracting, will have the aforesaid approved training. At this time
__________________________ recognizes the twenty-four (24) hour UBC Construction ICRA Best
Practices in Healthcare Construction as the acceptable training and qualification. All other trades
and subcontractors will be required to complete an eight (8) hour Infection Control Training
Awareness Orientation prior to working in our healthcare facilities.
________________________recognizes the UBC Construction ICRA Best Practices in Healthcare
Construction eight (8) hour awareness as acceptable training. Furthermore,
______________________ reserves the right to consider an alternate and accredited eight (8)
hour Infection Control Training Program to address the needs of its healthcare facilities.
These requirements will take effect on _______________________ and will be a pre-requisite per
the bid specifications for all projects to be performed at our healthcare facilities.
Signed and dated on the ___________ day of _________________, 201___.
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